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THE

DOUKHOBORS

JUST BEFORE
DAWN...
in January 1955, seventy
armed police officers
descended on a pacifist
vilage in southern British
Columbia.
The raid was codenamed
“Operation Snatch” and its
goal was simple: separate
as many children from their
parents as possible.
Panicked screams echoed
throughout the community
that morning as police
officers raided homes—
waking up families and
ripping children out of beds.
Some families were able
to rush their children into
established hiding spots;
root cellars, trap doors
leading to crawl spaces,

and even within bales of
hay. But that didn’t stop
police officers from using
pitchforks to flush out
scared children that didn’t
understand why they were
being taken away, and
worse, where they were
being taken.
The people of this
community were
Doukhobors: a religious
group who came to Canada
in 1895 after exile from
Russia for opposing the
Orthodox Church.
They were pacifists, antimaterialistic, communal, and
believed in “toil and peaceful
life.” In Russian, Doukhobor
means “spirit wrestler” and
while the Russian Orthodox
Church claimed they were
wrestling against the spirit
of God, the Doukhobors

declared they were wrestling
with the spirit of God to find
peace within one’s self.
By 1930 a left-wing extremist
group emerged amongst
the Doukhobors known as
“Freedomites.”

The Freedomites refused
to register as Canadian
citizens and believed that
land should be shared, not
owned individually, but most
importantly—they didn’t
accept public education
because of its pro-military
curriculum.
After all, history was the
story of kings and wars,

and mathematics was the
calculation of material
wealth such as interest and
profit.
The Freedomite protests
became a core issue for
the BC government and in
1953 the province found
its interim solution: child
separation and forced
assimilation.

From 1953 to 1959 the
government of British
Columbia interned over
two hundred children in a
residential school in New
Denver, BC, robbing them of
their culture, their families,
and their humanity.
Girl #85 is the devastating
account of what happened
during those years…

our

families

Since Helen Chernoff Freeman’s book was
published in 2013, many New Denver
survivors have read its gripping pages
and, more often than not, their response
is simply, “Your story is my story.”

Because of this, the characters in Girl #85 are
fictional but based entirely on real sources: Helen
and her family, as well as Ken Kabatoff’s own family
who lived in Krestova at the time of the raids; two
of Ken’s aunts were held in New Denver for many
years, even becoming friends with Helen Chernoff
Freeman under internment.

HELEN

HELEN (8) is a precocious
girl who wants nothing more
than to grow up and have a
family filled with as much
love as her own. Bright,
bilingual, and ever curious,
Helen always manages to
see things from a unique
perspective.
When Helen is ripped away from her
family by the Canadian government
in an effort of forced assimilation,
she begins to understand that the
world outside her little community
can be treacherous. Punished for
her parents’ actions in exercising
their right to religious freedom,
Helen desperately tries to hold on
to her sense of self while navigating
the hostile waters of the New
Denver dormitories.

VIOLET (30s) is a devout
Freedomite Doukhobor who
refuses to send her children
to public school because its
militaristic agenda conflicts
with her pacifist beliefs.
Instead, she homeschools the
children and takes pride in how
educated they are. Violet loves her
children more than anything but
growing up in a strict Freedomite
family has instilled a lifetime of
religious and cultural traditions for
which her own children are now
being punished.
Unable to see the Canadian
government as anything but the
enemy, Violet will eventually face
the realization that if she ever
wants her family to be whole again,
compromises will have to be made.

violet

PETER

PETER (15) is Helen’s older
brother and because of his
age is legally exempt from
attending public school.
He works at the local
lumber mill with his father
and has experienced first
hand how non-Doukhobors
ostracize his family
because of their perceived
fanaticism.
Peter believes that the Canadian
government is trying to abolish
the Doukhobor religion altogether,
which is why he and his friends
consider themselves on the front
lines for protecting their culture.
As the fight over detained
children escalates, so do the acts
of terrorism by Freedomite men
and women like Peter and his
friends, who resort to arson and
dynamiting to aid their protests
against the Canadian government.

BIlL

BILL (30s) is a proud father
and Freedomite Doukhobor,
despite not being born into a
Freedomite family. Growing
up in Saskatchewan, Bill was
raised as an Independent
Doukhobor, meaning
his family agreed to the
government’s demands
in order to own land and
become citizens—but when
Bill met Violet everything
changed.
Knowing she was “the one,” Bill
embraced the Freedomite customs
and started a family with Violet in
Grand Forks, BC. Together they have
three children for whom Bill will do
anything to protect, but after Helen
gets taken away, Bill’s alcoholism
and temper begins to flare as he
questions his Freedomite Doukhobor
beliefs, ultimately putting a wedge
between Violet and himself.

THEME &
STRUCTURE

Girl #85 is a historical
limited series centered on an
event that very few people
have heard about—even in
Canada. Often looked to
for humanitarian leadership
around the world, Canada’s
past is anything but perfect.
For over one hundred years
the Canadian government ran
indigenous residential schools
across the country, separating

children from parents in a
tragic effort to rid them of
their indigenous heritage. With
the Freedomite Doukhobors,
their goal was the same.
The atrocities that the
Freedomite children and
parents endured through
religious persecution have
occurred similarly in other
countries since. In the last
three years, thousands of
migrant children have been

separated from their parents
at the US/Mexico border and
placed into overcrowded
cages; all because they wanted
to provide a better life for their
families in America.
Girl #85 might be set in the
past, but its relevance today is
undeniable.

Just as The Plot Against
America focuses on a workingclass Jewish family who fights
against being assimilated into
an alternate-history United
States, our series will focus on
the Koftanoff family in a hardhitting and authentic portrayal
of the religious persecution our
families actually endured.

Because the central issue of
Girl #85 is not black and white,
much of the story will be told
from Helen’s perspective so
that the audience can learn and
formulate opinions as she does.

be questioning how and why
the government treated these
children so heartlessly.

Like The Handmaid’s Tale, the
tiniest positive moment for our
lead characters should create a
Viewers should be questioning
rush of excitement, making them
the Freedomites’ decision to not and viewers feel like they’re on
send their children to school, and top of the world, even if it’s just
at the same time they should
for a minute.

Another major element of the series is
music, which lives at the core of Doukhobor
culture. The psalms are beautiful, yet
haunting, and have been passed down
for over one hundred years. Montage
sequences will utilize the spine-tingling
harmony of a Doukhobor choir to elevate
the story to new heights and create
moments that are sure to be memorable.
While the structure of Girl #85 is largely
serialized, each episode will feature
self-contained stories that play into
the theme of the episode. Whether it’s
Helen planning an escape from New
Denver, or Violet revisiting her own
childhood trauma to see how and why her
convictions are so strong, the series will
paint a full and honest picture of what
life was truly like for the Freedomite
Doukhobors in the 1950s.

EPISODE ONE

New
Denver
Girl #85 OPENS with the
pre-dawn raid on the pacifist
village known as Krestova where
seventy armed police officers
carry out “Operation Snatch.”
Chaos breaks out as fathers
and mothers try to defend their
families; some are pushed to the
ground, others are beaten with
batons and arrested.

A teenaged boy rushes into a
barn and hides amongst stacks
of hay, desperately trying to
stay quiet. Police officers storm
the barn and stab the hay with
pitchforks until they finally hear
the sharp cry from the boy. He
gets dragged into a police car
without even getting to say
goodbye to his family.

SIX WEEKS LATER
GRAND FORKS, BC—home
to the Koftanoff family. Life is
simple here. Their house is small,
without electricity or plumbing,
but the gorgeous surrounding
property feels like paradise.
HELEN and KATHERINE play
outside near the lush garden
being tended to by Helen’s
grandparents. Inside, VIOLET
prepares lunch for the family while

the current battle between the
Freedomite Doukhobors and
the government. Helen’s parents
Helen learns that family friends are value education, but not the way
stopping by on their way through the Canadian government wishes
to teach it—If the government
town and she needs to be on her
believes dropping a nuclear bomb
best behavior; the family’s son
on a city and killing thousands of
was taken from them and is now
in New Denver. Suddenly worried people is a good idea, why should
they be the ones teaching our
about her own fate, Helen asks
children?
a number of questions about the
police raids and we learn about
BILL and PETER spend their day
working at the local sawmill.

Bill and Peter return home to find
dinner ready and their friends
already visiting. While everyone
keeps up appearances over
dinner, a sense of dread bubbles
to the surface. After the kids
are put to bed, Bill, Violet, and
their friends talk about what
really happened the morning
of the raids, and what their son
has to endure in New Denver.
Bill pours another drink, which
Violet forbids, but it eases their
distraught friends who feel
completely lost without their son
at home.

It’s difficult not to feel the tension
between Freedomite Doukhobors and the
surrounding non-Doukhobor community.
Bill and Peter are ostracized at work over
their religious beliefs, while Violet can’t go
anywhere without non-Doukhobors glaring
at her for wearing a traditional headscarf.
News media continues to report on the
“crazy Douks” and propagandizes their
religion into nothing more than left-wing
extremism.

One day, during a homeschool lesson,
there is a knock at the door. Violet
quickly ushers Helen and Katherine
into the root cellar through the trap
door in the kitchen floor, and tells
them not to make a sound.
Violet opens the front door to find two
policemen who have heard reports of schoolaged children in the home. Violet stalls as
best she can but a police officer spots the
early education textbook. They search the
house and eventually find the trap door
containing Helen and Katherine. Knowing
she’s out of options, Violet assures the
officers that Katherine is not of school age,
but begs for them to come back for Helen
later so Bill and Peter have a chance to say
goodbye. The officers acquiesce and say
they’ll return in two hours.
When Bill comes home his worst fear is
realized. Helen’s suitcase is packed and the
entire family is despondent, except for Helen
who tries to assure everyone things will be
okay; she’s going on an adventure and will
be home soon.

Bill hugs her
and tells her to
do as she’s told,
then begins to
recite the Lord’s
Prayer.

offer beautiful mountain
views, but very quickly,
through Helen’s perspective,
we witness the tense and
frightening environment in
which the kids are forced to
live.

After traveling for hours,
Helen finally reaches the
New Denver Dormitories.
A number of buildings rest
on the edge of a lake and

Tearful and wanting to go
home, Helen receives the
most devastating news of
all: she won’t be able to
see her family until the next

visiting day, which lasts for
only one hour, two Sundays
per month.

Helen begins to navigate the
social pitfalls of dealing with
other Freedomite children
who have already been there
Helen is given the rules by
for some time, as well as
the sinister Head Matron:
learning the harsh penalties
she’s not permitted to speak carried out by the staff. To
Russian, nor be called by her say the matrons are cruel is
The officers arrive and lead
Russian name. Her assigned an understatement—and it
Helen to the back of the
number, 85, must be marked seems no punishment is too
idling police car. Helen,
on all her belongings, and
severe.
finally realizing what’s
happening, desperately tries after an icy introduction to
her peers, Helen is taken to
to get out but is forced to
watch her family get smaller the head office where her
beautifully braided hair is
in the distance as the car
lopped off with sheers.
pulls away…

Helen follows the other children
to class at the local elementary
school where non-Doukhobor
kids fill the halls. It’s a brand
new world for Helen who tries
to learn the lay of the land and
not get punished by teachers.
Helen also discovers there is a
contingent of Japanese kids in
New Denver and befriends Suzy

Yamamoto, one of the only girls
who will speak to Helen.
After two weeks of hell, Visiting
Day finally arrives. Helen and
the other children wait for their
parents outside when a chorus
of voices echoes from down the
road.

A mass of Freedomite mothers
and fathers step in unison,
bellowing a staple Doukhobor
psalm: Otche Nash.
The children join in singing the
psalm to completion, providing a
fleeting sense of normalcy. Then
for the first time in what feels like
an eternity, Helen embraces her
whole family.

Afraid to tell her family how horrible
the conditions are, Helen keeps a
brave face, but Bill and Violet know;
parents always know. They share a
home-cooked meal and try to focus
on the positive—even as RCMP
officers keep a watchful eye on the
families. With their hour coming to
an end, the children are ordered
back inside and Helen is forced to
say goodbye to her family once
more.
Helen holds on to the hope of
seeing her parents and siblings in
another two weeks, but having to
say goodbye all over again is a pain
she didn’t know existed.

This is her
new life.

EPISODE TWO

FENCES
HELEN STEPS OUTSIDE to find
a number of older boys digging
holes around the property.
They tell her that the dormitory
administrator is paying them a
dollar for every completed hole;
their minds already on which
candy they’ll be buying at the
store.

The next day an eight-foot tall
chain link fence looms over the
grounds, its posts cemented in the
very holes dug by the New Denver
boys.

When the parents show up
to greet their children on
the following visiting day,
Bill and Violet are told that
to enter the grounds they
need to sign a government
document.
The parents refuse, citing that
a man-made contract can’t
have power over them and
their children; only God can.

Unable to step beyond the
fence to embrace Helen, Bill,
Violet, and the other parents
hold their children’s hands and
kiss through the diamond mesh
before departing once more.
The dog-eat-dog world created
by the faculty slowly eats away
at the children’s pacifist core
as swearing and mild violence
becomes regular behavior.

Helen, who has never sworn in her
life gets taught some nasty words to
defend herself against bullies, and
also learns that the other kids think
she’s a spy for the government.
Those allegations are proven false
after Helen finds an opportunity to
convince the others she’s on their
side. Because Helen is fluent in both
languages, and many of the other

children were only ever taught Russian,
which is forbidden, Helen begins to act
as a translator for children who can’t
express themselves in English.
This gains her popularity and trust
with a core group of girls, Natalie and
Anna. It’s not long before they become
inseparable and known as “The Three
Musketeers.”

The continued police raids
take a toll on the Freedomite
communities in southern
British Columbia. Violet leads
a protest of Freedomite
mothers in front of the Nelson
courthouse, demanding the
judge allow their children to
return home. The protest is
met with opposition from
police and townsfolk, but
Violet vows to continue
putting pressure on the
government.
While in town, Bill and Peter
come across one of the officers
who took Helen away.

The man’s name is HARRY (40s),
and he’s off-duty, spending the
day with his kids. This weighs
heavy on Harry’s mind since he’s
partly responsible for tearing
Bill’s family apart. Bill stays calm,
suppressing the anger deep
inside him, and wishes Harry and
his family well…
On a very special movie night
in New Denver the kids are
shown the John Wayne classic,
The Searchers; about a cowboy
who searches for his niece after
she’s abducted by a Comanche
tribe. The boys and girls in New
Denver, who aren’t normally

exposed to such violence on
screen, revel in the entertaining
western.
But at the end of the movie,
when John Wayne finally finds
his niece, she doesn’t want to go
home—she’s been brainwashed
and now considers herself
Comanche. Helen can’t help but
wonder if that’s what’ll happen
to her; will she stop loving her
parents one day?

EPISODE THREE

FREEDOMITES
VIOLET VISITS HER SISTER,
Florence, an Independent
Doukhobor who has distanced
herself from the rest of the family
over their Freedomite beliefs.
She doesn’t wear traditional
Doukhobor clothing, owns land,
and is a proud Canadian citizen.

Trying to not start an argument,
Florence asks how Helen has been
holding up in New Denver the last
couple months. Their discussion
leads to a decades old cultural
and religious debate: Living as
a Freedomite vs. Independent
Doukhobor.

Diving into Violet and Florence’
pasts, we find ourselves in 1930
when Violet is just a toddler.
After the Freedomite Doukhobor
leader is assassinated in a train car
bombing that was never solved,
Freedomites begin to suspect that
the attack was an inside job by the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
Protests erupt within many
Doukhobor communities across the
country, resulting in the arrest of
600 Doukhobor men and women
who get sent to a specially built
prison on Piers Island.
Violet and Florence are forcibly
separated from their parents and
taken to a residential school in
Victoria, BC, near the prison in
which their parents serve out their
sentence.

Violet, like Helen, is a fish out of water
in a primarily English speaking school,
while Florence unwittingly embraces the
government mandates. We witness the
tragic similarities between what Violet
had to endure as a child and what Helen
is currently going through. For Violet,
turning her back on Freedomite beliefs,
her parents’ sacrifice, and years of
hardship is simply not an option.
In New Denver, Helen and her friends take
part in swimming lessons led by a cute
college boy the older girls have a crush
on. Helen starts to notice other boys
and even develops feelings for Sergei, a
fast-talking, funny, older boy who always
makes Helen smile.

Helen continues to practice her
swimming technique, even declaring
that one-day she’ll swim all the way
across the lake. After seeing some of
the older children paddling a canoe,
Helen gets an idea: she’s going to
escape.

Drawing a parallel to Violet’s
past, Helen learns more about
the Japanese men who work
as cooks and guards at the
New Denver dormitory. She
befriends a guard who always
treats the children with
respect: TAD MORI (40s).
Helen discovers that Tad and his family
were forcibly removed from their homes
and interned in New Denver during World
War 2. Afterward, many of Tad’s friends
and family were deported to Japan—even
though some were born in Canada. Helen
begins to wonder if that will happen to
the Freedomites and becomes more
determined than ever to get out of New
Denver to be with her family.

Helen tells Natalie and Anna
about her escape plans. Once
the matrons have gone to sleep
they’ll steal a canoe and paddle
toward the nearest town,
hoping that someone will give
them a ride back home. Who
wouldn’t want to help children
who got lost in the woods?

But on the night of their escape
Helen and the girls make
too much noise and alert the
matrons. In a rush to flee, they
set out on the water and paddle
to the nearby town only to have
police and the Head Matron
waiting for them, ready to
dole out severe punishment—
revoking visiting day privileges
for a month.

That’s when
Helen realizes:
she’s never
getting out.

EPISODE FOUR

RUBICON
TWO YEARS HAVE PASSED and
southern British Columbia is on
fire. The size and frequency of
Freedomite protests has grown
and the bombing of government
buildings has raised enough
concern with the federal police
to establish a brand new division
in the area known as “D Squad.”

Some Freedomite parents have
resorted to burning down their
own houses in protest against
the government, while many
still march to courthouses in the
nude—a symbol of their antimaterialistic ideology.

In New Denver,
Helen is older,
wiser, and a stark
contrast to the
timid young girl
who arrived at the
dormitory over two
years ago.

She does as she’s told,
never making a mistake, but
is also much quieter, never
letting emotion get the
better of her in front of the
cruel matrons.
Helen and her friends are
now the “older girls” in
their section of the dorm,
and while many of them

still ridicule new arrivals—
mostly children who
have turned 8 and were
apprehended by police—
Helen goes out of her way
to help the new ones adjust
to life in New Denver;
something she wished the
girls had done for her when
she first arrived.

Bill and Violet
keep a brave
face amid the
growing number
of violent
protests...

which the news media claims
is ironic since Doukhobors
are pacifist people. With
more non-Doukhobor
community members
turning their backs on the
Freedomites and calling for
an end to their protests, it
seems like the only way to
get their children back is to

abandon the only way of life
they’ve ever known.
Bill’s alcoholism begins
to get the better of him,
while Violet’s steadfast
conviction of her beliefs
paves a dangerous path for
their youngest daughter,
Katherine, as she prepares
to turn eight years old.

Bill’s relationship with Harry, the officer who
took Helen away years ago, continues to
develop as the two men discuss life, religion,
family, and work.
Bill worries about Peter and his friends
who have taken a more radical approach to
protesting the government, and asks Harry to
keep an eye on him.

What Bill and Violet
don’t know is that
Peter and his friends
are planning to destroy
a small post office on
the edge of town using
a homemade bomb.

sure to be a big explosion like in
the movies. Peter’s drunk friend
pulls the homemade bomb out
of the bag to inspect it—when it
explodes—killing him, Peter, and
the driver instantly.

After a lot of arm-twisting, Harry
convinces Bill, Violet, and Peter
to come over for a dinner party
organized by Harry’s wife where
they meet a handful of nonDoukhobor couples.

Tensions rise as Peter, unable to
get out of attending the dinner,
is forced to hide a homemade
bomb in his backpack near
Harry’s front door.

Bill and Violet can’t help but stick
out like sore thumbs but are
embraced by the other guests.
We witness the differences
between the “English Canadians”
and the Freedomites, but also
the universal similarities between
families. Could living a “Canadian
life” really be that bad?

The dinner party is interrupted
by a call for Harry who tells
his guests about the tragedy.
Knowing the bombing involved
Doukhobor kids, Bill tags along
to the scene of the explosion
Finally, after dinner, Peter gets
picked up by his friends who blare only to discover that his one
rock & roll, smoke cigarettes, and and only son will never return
home.
pump themselves up for what is

With the bombing of the post
office planned for that night,
Peter tries to find ways to leave
the party but Bill sternly warns
him not to be rude.

EPISODE FIVE

VECHNAYA
PAMYAT
THE OTHER GIRLS LOOK ON
as the normally cruel Head Matron
shows her softer side and gently
leads Helen into her office. Helen
is told that her brother died by his
own hand, trying to commit a violent
act against the government—the
Matron loves to sprinkle salt on a
fresh wound.

Emotions overcome Helen as she
tries to make sense of the fact
that she’ll never see Peter again,
however, she will be permitted to
attend one night of the funeral.

The episode takes place almost
entirely at Peter’s traditional
Doukhobor funeral, and will
focus on each of our family
members coping with Peter’s
loss and their own personal
struggles.
A Doukhobor funeral lasts
three nights and three
mornings, with the deceased
being buried on the third
day. An open casket rests at
one end of the community

hall (closed in this case), and
rows of chairs are positioned
to face each other, with men
on one side of the room and
women on the other.

All Helen ever wanted was to
leave New Denver, and while
it’s only for one night she never
imagined it would be under
these circumstances.

In between the front rows a
small circular table sits holding
the staples of Doukhobor
culture: bread, salt, and water,
which represents “friends,
family, and hospitality.”

Upon arriving at the funeral
hall, Bill, Violet, and Katherine
embrace Helen as they stand in
front of Peter’s casket, allowing
Helen a chance to say a prayer
as dozens of community
members begin to sing psalms.

Bill heads to the basement floor
near the kitchen with a close friend;
the father from the first episode
whose boy was in New Denver.
They drink and talk about life,
religion, their future, and what
might happen to the Doukhobors.
Will they ever be free to practice
their religion? Will Peter have died
for nothing?
Violet and other mothers meet
in private about plans to protest,
some even blaming the death of
these kids on the government and
wanting to use this tragedy to
strengthen their message. Violet
doesn’t allow Peter’s name to be
tarnished that way. The first sign
that Violet is questioning her own
convictions…

Helen and Katherine find a spot in
the corridor where Katherine reveals
her eighth birthday is next week.
Helen feels angry at herself for
forgetting that, and urges Katherine
to find a hiding spot and never
leave. She has to do whatever she
can to stay out of New Denver.
The fear in Helen’s eyes chills Katherine to
the bone. Knowing Helen isn’t be allowed
to attend the next morning’s burial because
of school, Katherine gifts Helen one of
Peter’s watches so she has something to
remember him by.
The next morning, the funeral procession
walks with the casket to the local cemetery,
and during a beautiful Doukhobor psalm
we watch the casket lowered into the
earth as Helen stands under a tree in New
Denver, burying Peter’s watch, saying
goodbye to her big brother forever.

EPISODE SIX

1959
IT’S JULY 1959, Peter has been
gone for nearly a year, Freedomite
protests have reached their peak,
and the government isn’t showing
any sign of changing their stance
on the internment of Freedomite
Doukhobor children.

On one particular
visiting day we witness
Helen’s friend Anna
interact with her family.
After years of bi-weekly
visits with no end in
sight, her parents have
become shells of who
they once were.

Following Anna’s parents
home, her mother tends to
housekeeping duties and while it
appears as though she’s finishing
up the family’s laundry, we realize
that Anna’s mother is actually
making a noose out of a bed
sheet.
Helen and the other girls learn
that Anna’s mother committed
suicide because of a broken heart.

Depression, years of turmoil, and
the idea that her daughter will
be stuck in New Denver for years
was too much to bear.
The mother’s death sends ripples
through the community, especially
affecting Violet and Bill.

Their minor disputes over
religion, family, protesting, and
Peter’s death finally come to a
head, where Violet realizes she
can’t go on like this anymore.
She didn’t sacrifice so much, and
suffer for so long, only to die
without raising her daughters.

Together, Violet and Bill make
a case to the Freedomites that
enough is enough—it’s time to
find a compromise and bring
their children home. By losing
a piece of their cultural and
religious beliefs, their families
will once again be whole. Unsure
of what the future holds for
Freedomites, but understanding

that their children’s lives, and
their own, are at risk through
this war of attrition, many
families finally come around to
the idea.
Violet leads a massive
congregation of Freedomite
Doukhobors to the Nelson, BC
courthouse and history is made

when each mother signs the
undertaking, promising to send
their children to public school.
Cheers ring out in New Denver
as the children are told they’ll
be going home. As the parents
sign the undertaking we watch
the Freedomite children pack
up their belongings and board

the yellow school bus destined
for Krestova. The momentous
occasion is attended by
hundreds in the community
as children who haven’t had
freedom in years step off the
bus to meet their parents.
For Helen, it’s been four long
years. She’s now twelve years

old and has spent a third of
her life inside the New Denver
dormitories. She can’t wait to
hug her sister and her parents.
She can’t wait to sleep in her
old bed. She can’t wait to sit
with her father and listen to
the radio. She can’t wait to
live a normal childhood.

The six-year standoff with the
Canadian government may
have come to an end, but for
the children of New Denver,
it’s the beginning of a whole
new type of pain they didn’t
expect.
Helen’s return home is far from
normal. The family dynamic has
shifted; she finds herself angry
all the time, talking back to her
parents and sister when things
aren’t “proper.”

She yells at Katherine for
grabbing food from the
cupboard when it’s not
lunchtime, or quickly adjusts
the blanket after her father gets
off the couch. Bill sees this and
scolds Helen—Ours is a home,
not a house.
With the new school year upon
them, Bill and Violet, who
appear anxious about their new
normal, drive Helen to the local
public school.

Helen watches other boys and
girls hugging their parents
goodbye as they arrive, and in
an effort to embrace their new
responsibilities, Bill and Violet
wish Helen the best on her first
day of school with a warm hug.

In the final moments of
Girl #85, we jump to
present day and meet
the real Helen Chernoff
along with the other New
Denver survivors who are
now in their 70s.
At a backyard gathering that
Helen organizes every year as a
New Denver survivor reunion,
we’ll witness the smiles and
laughter from these men and
women who sacrificed so much
at such a young age. They’ll
talk about their experiences,
highlighting the good with the
bad, and how it took many
years to overcome the traumatic
experiences they were forced to
endure as children.
Helen’s book was written so that
her grandchildren could learn the
true story of what happened to
their “Baba” when she was their
age.
With Girl #85, the world will too.

